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User Manual

Comfort-Cow
For proper operation during commissioning, first read chapter 7.1, page 9 in
relation to zero point verification.
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2.

Foreword

The Comfort-Cow brush is developed and produced according to the latest technology. This
means that the machine complies with the applicable European Directives concerning safety
and health. The Comfort-Cow Cow brush has a CE mark.
All parties who have had an influence on the origin of the machine have been involved in the
assessment of the machine with regard to safety within the framework of the applicable
European regulations. These meetings took place on 2 September 2010.
The manufacturer is not liable for unsafe situations, accidents and damage resulting from:


Failure to read the operating instructions carefully and to ignore the instructions and
notes contained therein; always keep these operating instructions within reach of the
"Comfort-Cow".



Operating errors, lack of professional maintenance and any other use than described
below.



As soon as you or third parties carry out work, such as modifications or extensions to
the "Comfort-Cow" or accessories, without our written permission.

Comfy-Solutions B.V. strives for continuous improvement of products and services, therefore
we reserve the right to change the specifications mentioned in this user manual at any time
and without prior notice.
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3.

Introduction

With the purchase of the Comfort-Cow you have made a good choice. You have an excellent
machine, which has been carefully constructed and produced. You will benefit most from this
investment if you follow the instructions for safety, use and maintenance given in this manual carefully.
The Comfort-Cow is a rotating cow brush placed in a cowshed and placed on a wall or on a pole. The
Comfort-Cow consists of the following parts: the Comfort-Cow brush, cable protection tube and a
power box.

4.

Technical Specifications

Dimensions:
Brush diameter :
Brush length:
Power supply:
Consumption per hour:
Weight:
Turning speed:
Movement:
Direction of rotation:

4.1

1629 x 1016 x 980 mm
ø 390 mm
781,5 mm
24V
0,12 kW
36 kg
58 rpm
Up / Down
Left / Right

Registration

The identification plate of the Comfort-Cow with date of production -, series -, article number, and
voltage is mounted on the Cow brush. In correspondence and when ordering spare parts, please
always specify the production, serial, part number and voltage of your machine.

Figure 4.1

Identification plate Comfort-Cow
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5.

Safety
5.1

Safety provisions

Shielding construction for moving the cow brush back and forth.
Thermal protection of the drive by means of three bi-metal plates in the wrappers.

5.2

Safety instructions

This appliance can be used by children aged from 8 years and above and persons with reduced
physical, sensory or mental capabilities or lack of experience and knowledge if they have been given
supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance in a safe way and understood the hazards
involved.
Children shall not play with the appliance.
Cleaning and user maintenance shall not be made by children without supervision.
Unplug the power cord before approaching the cow brush.
The cow brush should only be used for the following applications, not for personal use or other
purposes:

 The Comfort-Cow can only be used for short-haired
cattle.
 The Comfort-Cow has an IP 55 rating.
 The Comfort-Cow is suitable for cows from 1 year old.
 The Comfort-Cow can only be used if the hairs are not
longer than 5 cm (also tail hairs).

 Danger of injury from the cow brush if you move the switched on Cow brush so that it
turns.
 Keep a distance of at least 2 m when the cow brush is switched on.
 Make sure that you do not wear loose clothing and that any long hairs are well protected.
 Only use the cow brush for its intended purpose, not for personal use.

 Keep children without supervision away from the cow brush.
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5.3

Safety labels

Maintenance safety stickers
 The safety sticker on the cow brush contains important and useful information to keep your machine
safe in use.
 Follow these instructions to make sure all stickers stay on this place and are in good condition.
 Ensure the safety labels are clean and readable. Use soap and water, so no mineral fluids,
abrasives, etc. These can damage the stickers.
 Replace missing or not readable stickers.
 On replacing components the safety stickers also need to be placed.
 Safety labels are available from your supplier.
The application of security labels







Ensure the place for the sticker is clean and dry
Make sure the temperature of the surface is at least 5ºC
Decide the exact positions before removing the protection layer.
Remove the smallest part of the protection layer.
Hold the sticker exactly over the place and press with a small part of the free backside carefully on
the surface.
Pull the other part of the protection layer and rub the sticker onto the surface.
Content and location of safety stickers
Safety Stickers with specified content will be explained in this particular chapter. Specific safety
requirements are included in some sections of the manual for situations where danger can arise if
the instructions or procedures not being followed. The locations of the various safety signs on the
plant are also indicated below.
NOTE – If a security sticker is damaged, removed, or not readable and if some parts are replaced
by parts without stickers. The stickers need to be placed. New safety stickers are available from your
supplier.
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Read the Comfort-Cow manual carefully. Observe all safety
measures and regulations. For more detailed information , see also
chapter 4 “Safety”.

Be careful: The Comfort-Cow starts automatically when touched.
See also chapter 6.4 "Operation".

Make sure that the machine is switched off during maintenance.
For more detailed information, see also chapter 7 "Maintenance".

DANGER OF ROTATING PARTS
Make sure that the brush is at a sufficient distance from the
operating area. Clothes and hair may get stuck between the
rotating parts.
For more detailed information, see also chapter 4 "Safety".

DANGER OF CRUSHING
Make sure that all protections are available before using the ComfortCow.
Stay out of the operating area of the brush.
For more detailed information, see also chapter 4 "Safety".

DANGER OF ELECTROCUTION
Unplug the power cord from the wall outlet before servicing,
maintenance, adjusting, or repairing. For more detailed information
about safety and electricity, see Chapter 4 "Safety".
Read the Comfort-Cow manual carefully. Observe all safety
measures and regulations.
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6.

Description of the installation
6.1

Unpacking

1) Open the box.
2) Check that all parts are in the box ('see table below').

No
1
2
3

Description
Comfort-Cow
Cable protection tube
Powerbox

Amount
1
1
1

Article number
CC00A030
CC00L083
CC00Y028
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7.

Installation
7.1

General

The "Comfort-Cow" is delivered under our delivery and payment conditions. The delivery terms and
conditions will be sent to you upon request.
Before you start using the Cow brush, pay attention to the following points:






Provide an electrical connection that meets the general and local regulations. (Low Voltage
Directive 73/23/EEG and NEN 1010).
Provide a stable base for the Comfort-Cow.
Make sure the socket is within personal reach but out of reach for the cow, before proceeding
with the installation.
Make sure the Comfort-Cow parts are lubricated and adjusted by a known dealer.
Have at least 2 persons help with assembly of the Comfort-Cow.

Due to zero point verification, the brush must be stationary before plugging the
power cord into the wall socket to ensure proper operation. If the plug is
plugged into the socket, the brush must stand still for at least 4 seconds before
it can be moved.

Check if the cow brush makes no unusual noises. In case of doubt, switch off the cow brush
immediately.

7.2

Connecting the motor cable to the power supply

Brown wire on the (+) of the DC24V output of the power supply.
Blue wire on the (-) of the DC24V output of the power supply.

7.3

Replacing power cable with plug

Replacement of the power cable with plug may only be carried out by qualified personnel.
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7.4

Mounting on a pole
(Figure 7.2 Pole attachment)
1) Attention, the cow brush weighs 36 kg
2) Mount the Comfort-Cow with the supplied
straps and nuts.
3) Tighten the nuts firmly so that the
Comfort-Cow can’t turn around the
pole.
4) When inserting the plug in the socket,
make sure that the socket is at a
sufficient height so that the cow can’t
reach it, but the person can.

H= 72 [cm]

Preferably use a round steel pole of at least Ø10 cm or an I / H profile. The pole / profile to which the
cow brush is mounted must be well anchored at the top and bottom.

One week after installation, retighten the nuts.

Set 3”
Set 3/5”
Set 4”

Strapset
61030420
61030425
61030430
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7.5

Mounting on a wall
(Figure 7.3 Wall mounting)
1) Note: the cow brush weighs 36 kg
2) Make sure that the wall socket is within
personal reach and out of the reach of
the cow before proceeding with the
installation.
3) Make sure that the wall to which the
cow brush is attached is strong enough,
comparable to a concrete wall. If this is
not the case, we recommend that you
attach a plate behind the wall to which
the cow brush can be mounted.
4) Determine the location where the wall
mounting bracket is to be mounted
(figure 7.2 page 10).
5) Determine the height of the wall
mounting bracket for fastening.
6) The height of the brush depends on the
height at the withers of the Cows. On
average this is 72 cm from the ground
where the frame should be placed.

7) In this position, mark the eight mounting holes on the wall.
8) Drill eight ø12 mm holes on these positions.
9) Mount the “Comfort-Cow” by using threaded rods. Use threaded rods of sufficient length. The
threaded rods must have a length of the thickness of the wall plus 70 mm.
10) Slide the threaded rods through the drilled holes and mount the Comfort-Cow.
11) When inserting the plug into the socket, make sure that the socket is at a sufficient height so
that the cow can't reach it, but the person can.

The wall must be sufficiently strong (comparable to the strength of a concrete wall).

One week after installation, retighten the fixing nuts.

7.6

Operation

After installation and placing the plug in the socket, the " Comfort-Cow " is ready for use. As soon as
a Cow hits the brush, the brush rotates around the central axis and a switch starts the motor. When
the brush returns to the idle position, it will stop after about 20 seconds. The direction of rotation of
the brush is left and right.
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8.

Maintenance
When maintaining the Comfort-Cow, note the following:

 Remove the plug from the socket for maintenance, adjustments, repairs and cleaning.
Always observe the safety instructions when performing maintenance (see chapter
"Safety").
 Make sure that the power cable cannot become trapped between the device.
 Make sure that nobody can accidentally switch on the machine.
 Maintenance and repairs should only be carried out by a qualified installer.
 When in doubt, always consult your Cow brush supplier.
 Do not use a high-pressure cleaner.

8.1

Cleaning the brush

1) Remove screws M6x12 and rings (No.1 & 2, 3x). See figure 8.1
2) Move brush forward, remove bolts M8x12 (No.3, 4x), move protection ring (No.4) backwards.
See figure 8.2
3) Remove screws 5 x 60mm (No.5, 10x), The bearing is now loose and the brush can be
pushed off the square tube. See figure 8.3
4) Clean the brush sleeve with a steam cleaner. Don’t use a high pressure cleaner
5) Slide the brush back over the square tube and install the brush tube in reverse order.

Figuur 8.1
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Figuur 8.2

Figuur 8.3

8.2

Brush replacement

1) Remove screws M6x12 and rings (No.1 & 2, 3x). See figure 8.1
2) Move brush forward, remove bolts M8x12 (No.3, 4x), move protection ring (No.4)
backwards. See figure 8.2
3) Remove screws 5 x 60mm (No.5, 10x), The bearing is now loose and the brush can be
pushed off the square tube. See figure 8.3
4) Slide the new brush back over the square tube and install the brush tube in reverse order.
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9.

Malfunction and repair
Installation
With the electrical installation of the Comfort-Cow, note the following:

 The electric motor is protected with an over-temperature protection (klixon). The motor will simply
function again after an over-temperature condition, as soon as the temperature drops below a certain
value.

Table 9.1

Malfunctions

Storing

Mogelijke oorzaak

Brush does not rotate

No power supply

Brush does not switch off

10.

Plug not plugged in
Brush mechanically blocked
Print card (PCB) does not
turn off

Mogelijke oplossing
Check the fuses in the fuse
box
Insert the plug
Clean the brush
Contact your service
provider

Disassembly and removal

The locally applicable environmental regulations must be observed (separate disposal of
environmentally harmful substances). This applies in particular to the grease/oil from the gear unit.
Disassemble in reverse order to install (see chapter 7).
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11.

Parts list

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Description
Plastic flange bearing shaft 35
Spacer disc
Cover disc
Side plate Comfort-Cow left
Hinge bus CC
Demper 65mm
Side plate coupling plate
Side plate Comfort-Cow right
Wallplate
Cable protection tube
Powerbox support
Powerbox
Wall mounting bracket upper
Wall mounting bracket lower

Amount
4
2
2
1
2
4
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Articlenumber
GFL-35
CC00L022
CC00L058
CC00L020L
61023002
61023516
CC00L021
CC00L020
CC00L001
CC00L083
CC00L073
CC00K030
CC00L072 (Optional)
CC00L076 (Optional)
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No
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

Description
Front disc brush
Bearing plate
Brush shaft
Bearing bush brush
Bearing
Coupling half bearing side
Coupling adaptor
Motor plate
Coupling half motor side
Motor brush drive
Print mounting plate
Print 110/220 24V
Brush frame Comfort Cow

Amount
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Article number
CC00L178
CC00L144
CC00D081
CC00D108
22052RSRVS
CC00D086
CC00K040
CC00L013
CC00D085
CC00K002
CC00L012
CC00K003
CC00Y003
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No
45
46
47

Description
Brush Comfort-Cow
Bearing brush
Protection ring

Amount
1
1
1

Articlenumber
CC00K015
CC00Y023
CC00Y022
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12.

Declaration of conformity

EG- DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY
in accordance with Appendix I (A) Safety components

Manufacturer: Comfy Solutions B.V.
Address: Veenderveld 43A
Phone: 0031-713315278
hereby declares that the safety component
Comfort-Cow 110/230V Article number:

CC00A030

with the following safety function.
…………………………………………………………………………………
1. Complies with the provisions of Directive 2006/42/EC Machine
Directive.
2. Meets the following harmonized standards:
EN 60204-1:2006
EN ISO 14121-1:2007
EN ISO 12100-1:2003

Is approved by:
Roelofarendsveen 09-12-2019
Hans van der Poel
Managing Director

`
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